
Mod 2 How to use LAPIT Part 3 – as an Administrator – Section 4: Managing Local 
Agency Contracts 

Welcome to the How to Use LAPIT: Managing Local Agency Documents.  This is 
section four of a five-section series that explains all the major functions of LAPIT.  This 
CBT will teach you how to upload, update information about, and delete Local Agency 
Documents.  Depending on your role, you may not be able to use all the functions in this 
CBT.  See Module 1, Introduction to LAPIT, for more information on user roles. 

LAPIT’s efficient Document management allows Local Agencies and the FDOT to 
catalogue and share documents electronically, eliminating the previous need for faxing, 
copying, and printing such documents to distribute them.  

Only certain documents are relevant to the Local Agency Program; their names have 
been pre-programmed into LAPIT for you.  These Document Names are divided into 
two Groups. The first is Agency, all the documents that apply to the entire Local 
Agency, and the second is Project, documents that apply only to a specific project.   

Within each group, they are further divided into Types, such as Agency Certification, or 
Equal Employment Oppurtunity documents.  Administrators cannot change existing or 
add new Document Names; please contact the LAPIT State Administrator if you have 
an issue with the Document Names in LAPIT. 

You can filter the list of documents by Group using the Agency and Project links, or you 
can view them all.  Select a Document to view its details; every document has important 
information about it stored in LAPIT, as well as the document itself. LAPIT will accept 
documents formatted as Word or Excel files, PDFs, and JPEG or Bitmap images.    

Select the Edit Document Details link at the top of the Details pane to edit the details for 
this document.  Download the document itself using the Download Document link at the 
top right.  Documents which you are able to delete will also have a Delete Document 
link beneath the Last Updated field. 

Use the Create New link on the Documents tab to create a new Document; other ways 
to create a Document for this Agency will be discussed shortly.  While they may be 
more convenient, this option is the most flexible, as you can create any kind of 
document here. 

When you create a new document, you must select from the available Document 
Names.  Start by choosing the Group of the document you want to create from the drop 
down menu – all of the Document Names that fall into that Group will be displayed for 
you to select from, ordered by their Type.  You can also choose document Group ‘All’ to 
show all possible Document Names. 



Once you have selected a Document Name, you can enter a more detailed description 
of this document, such as ‘Certified at the 15th Council meeting’, or ‘Second Revision’, 
and upload the document itself.   

Other ways to add Documents to an Agency include: 

• Uploading new Certification documents when a Local Agency’s certifications are 
updated by an FDOT user.   

• Adding LAP Agreement documents to an existing LAP Agreement on the 
Agreements/Projects tab. 

• Uploading documents required for certain kinds of contracts (Sole Source or 
Force Account) on the Local Agency Contracts tab.  

All of these methods will automatically add the document to the Local Agency’s 
Documents List, where they can be managed the same way as any other Document. 

Once a Document has been uploaded, and an FDOT Administrator has reviewed its 
information and determined it to be correct, the Administrator may wish to lock this 
Document so that it cannot be deleted.   

Only a State or District Administrator can lock a Document. To set a Quality Control 
Lock, select the Edit link at the top of the Details pane, and check the Quality Control 
Lock Checkbox.  Once it has been set, a Lock cannot be removed, and the Document is 
permanently stored in LAPIT.   The Quality Control Lock checkbox in the Details pane 
shows whether this document has been locked. 

This concludes the How to Use LAPIT: Managing Documents. 

 


